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How do Korean nursing students build knowledge? A constructivist grounded theory study

Jung Jae Lee,1 Charlotte L Clarke,2 Maggie N Carson,2 Sook Ching Yang3

ABSTRACT

Introduction Nursing is a knowledge-intensive profession. Therefore, to cope with the demands of the nursing role, nursing students need to become competent in managing information to build nursing knowledge. However, nursing students’ knowledge building process is poorly understood. This research aimed to explore (1) nursing students’ dynamics of how they process nursing information for knowledge building and (2) nursing students’ learning context in South Korea for their knowledge building.

Methods A constructivist grounded theory approach was used for this research. Data collection was achieved through four rounds of intensive individual and group interviews with 16 fourth year nursing students in South Korea. The collected data were coded by initial, focused and theoretical coding methods. Constant comparison analysis between data, codes, memos and categories was applied.

Results This research identified knowledge building dynamics consisting of three cognitive processes: connecting with information, deciding to accept information and building knowledge. Five motivational factors, including learners’ interest, necessity of information, volition to learn, utility of information and the frequency of information that influence the processes were discovered. Moreover, four knowledge stages of memorising, understanding, synthesising and applying and creating emerged.

Conclusions This is the first empirical study on knowledge building dynamics in educational environments for healthcare professionals. The findings of this research provide nursing educators with a practical model that can be used to improve nursing curricula in facilitating students’ knowledge building processes. Moreover, a deeper understanding of sociocultural influences on nursing education can assist educators to adapt and generalise the findings to their pedagogical contexts, providing a culturally sensitive and relevant approach to nursing education.

INTRODUCTION

Nursing is a knowledge-intensive profession that constantly requires the construction, utilisation and development of knowledge to ensure safe and professional care provision.1 With the additional recent development of information technology that enabled easy access to and sharing of information, nurses need to manage large amounts of healthcare information for their practice and knowledge building on a daily basis.2 3 Accordingly, in order to qualify as nurses and to handle the current demands of the nursing role,4 students should develop competencies in information processing as it plays a vital role in knowledge construction.5 However, several reports still reveal that some newly qualified nurses struggle with inadequate nursing knowledge and skills in their new roles due to ineffective knowledge building during their undergraduate education.6 7 Yet, little is known about students’ cognitive knowledge building processes within the context of nursing education.8 Moreover, there is a lack of definition of what information and knowledge are, and these terms are often used interchangeably and unclearly in healthcare literature. Existing definitions of ‘information’ and ‘knowledge’ in nursing are borrowed from other disciplines, such as those from the Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom (DIKW) model.9 However, only a few attempts have been made to critically review or redefine them to ensure their
regress to nursing studies. Moreover, the DIKW model that is dominant in the nursing field was developed with positivist viewpoints, which hindered development of ideas regarding what information and knowledge are through other ontological and epistemological viewpoints (eg, constructivism).

Meanwhile, research paradigms based on traditional cognitive science have been popular with researchers who seek to investigate and understand education for healthcare professionals. Although cognitive science has achieved success in explaining learning as learners’ inner processing of information, it has also received criticism. Cognitive scientists view the entire learning process exclusively as a mental activity and do not consider the influence of social and cultural contexts on learning, while constructivists believe that learning occurs when learners interact with their environment; thus, they emphasise the importance of context in the construction of individual knowledge.

In addition, recent cognitively based medical education studies highlighted the need to understand ‘how’ resources involved in learners’ mental learning processes work in real contexts, rather than simply ‘what’ the resources are. Constructivists’ beliefs therefore offer an in-depth understanding and a holistic perspective on nursing students’ knowledge building processes by considering the social and cultural contexts in which they learn. Other than the argument of paradigm, the difference in social and cultural contexts between the West and East results in a difference in learning strategies. This is because culture has an undeniable influence on one’s identity, which also defines one’s learning beliefs. As such, educational activities that are wholly borrowed from another cultural context can be problematic in both their implementation and maintenance due to the conflict of cultural characteristics, ultimately impeding the effectiveness of students’ learning.

Therefore, recognition of the social and cultural characteristics that impact on how students build knowledge will be essential for optimum curriculum development so as to maximise nursing students’ learning potential.

This research aimed to (1) define the terms of information and knowledge in nursing using empirical data with a constructivist viewpoint and (2) develop a theoretical model that explains the ways in which nursing students process nursing information for knowledge building as a cognitive learning process, and the effect of the South Korean learning context on their knowledge building.

METHODS

Design

Grounded theory allowed us to explore the students’ experiences of knowledge building and to develop the theory from the data. In particular, Charmaz’s grounded theory orientated within a constructivist paradigm (ie, constructivist grounded theory: CGT) is a popular methodology in the disciplines of nursing, education and sociology. This is because CGT provides an in-depth and holistic understanding of experience for theory construction by factoring in sociocultural contexts. Therefore, a qualitative research strategy guided by CGT was employed as (1) this research aims to construct a theoretical model to explore nursing students’ experiences of knowledge building dynamics by considering the South Korean context, (2) the educational paradigm has shifted to constructivism and (3) the researchers’ epistemological paradigm is constructivism (ie, ensuring methodological congruence in this research).

Participants

The inclusion criteria were students who were in their fourth and final year of an undergraduate nursing course (all undergraduate nursing curricula in South Korea run for 4 years and consist largely of two parts: nursing theory courses and clinical placements) and had taken both nursing theory classes and clinical education. However, registered nurses who enrolled in nursing undergraduate courses to earn a bachelor’s degree (previous diploma holders) and nursing students who had previous nursing education experience in other countries were excluded. Using purposeful sampling, 20 nursing students from four universities in Seoul, South Korea were contacted via email. Ten nursing undergraduate students from four universities were initially recruited. Subsequently, six nursing students were recruited through theoretical sampling during data collection (ie, 16 participants in total). The mean age of the participants was 21.88 years (SD=1.63), ranging from 21 to 27 years, with 14 female and 2 male students.

Data collection

Four rounds of intensive individual and group interviews (23 interviews in total) conducted in Korean from April 2013 to June 2015 with 16 participants enabled the researcher to adjust the scope of interview topics by focusing on constructing a theoretical framework. The semistructured interviews incorporated open-ended and non-judgemental questions pertaining to this research topic (eg, ‘Tell me about your learning experience in your nursing course’, ‘How do you usually build nursing knowledge?’, ‘What does information and knowledge mean to you?’ and ‘Tell me about your experience in Korean nursing education’). Interviews, each lasting one and half hours, were conducted in meeting rooms in universities or hospitals and were audio-recorded.

The first author, JJL, conducted all interviews. JJL graduated from a nursing undergraduate course and worked as a registered nurse in South Korea for 7 years, during which time he actively engaged in nursing undergraduate education through the delivery of lectures and supervision of clinical placements. Therefore, JJL has an in-depth understanding of educational contexts in South Korea with an insider’s viewpoint. JJL also pursued higher degrees in nursing in the UK, enabling JJL to acquire external viewpoints that were useful in understanding the distinctiveness of the Korean educational culture. The collected interview data were interpreted in view of these experiences (ie, reflexivity). During and after the

**Ethical considerations**
JJL provided written information about the research and obtained written informed consent from all participants before conducting interviews. No incentives for participation were offered.

**Data analysis**
Interview recordings were transcribed and then translated from Korean to English. Language and underlying meanings in the language play a critical role in qualitative research. In order to preserve the meanings during translation (ie, Korean to English), five bilingual Koreans were asked to provide a systematic translation and back-translation process.

The transcripts were coded using NVivo 11, guided by the three coding stages of CGT (ie, initial, focused and theoretical coding). In the initial coding stage, core characteristics of the interview data were extracted by line-by-line and in-vivo coding methods to generate initial codes with gerund forms. Second, focused coding was used to develop core categories from the codes from the initial coding stage. Last, theoretical coding was used to enable identification of the possible relationships between the categories. Throughout the coding stages, constant comparison analysis between data, codes, memos and categories was applied until data saturation. After generating focused and theoretical codes, the participants reviewed and confirmed the codes through member-checking (ie, sending of interview transcripts and brief analyses to participants for their confirmation) as co-construction of meanings between researchers and participants is crucial in CGT. During the coding stages, the researchers developed a theoretical framework that the participants verified during the fourth round of interviews. The methodological pathway of this study is schematised in figure 1.

**Rigour**
Rigour plays a crucial role in qualitative research, ensuring the value of the research results. This research was conducted systematically according to Charmaz’s criteria (ie, credibility, originality, resonance, usefulness). A systematic analytic process, including constant comparison and member-checking, was adopted to minimise translational limitations and enhance the credibility. The originality of the findings in this research was examined by reviewing the existing literature. For resonance, we believe that the students’ experiences of knowledge building were explained sufficiently, as the interviews continued until theoretical saturation was reached and the meanings that the students took for granted were identified. The students’ general as well as distinguished knowledge-building experiences were included. Thus, the findings have practical value and can be applied to improve nursing education (ie, usefulness).

**Patient and public involvement**
Patients were not involved in this study. The study participants were nursing students only. The authors sent the interview transcript and brief analysis to each participant via email so that the participants can member-check the transcript and analysis and have an opportunity to comment on these.

**RESULTS**
**What information and knowledge mean to nursing students**
To understand the participants’ knowledge building dynamics, it was imperative to establish what the terms ‘information’ and ‘knowledge’ meant to them. The

---

**Figure 1** Methodological pathway of this research (ie, data collection and analysis process of this research). This pathway is guided by the constructivist grounded theory approach.
participants in this study defined the terms ‘information’ and ‘knowledge’ clearly and consistently. They distinguished information from knowledge through the concepts of non-subjectivity and subjectivity, respectively. They described information as existing outside and independent of themselves and indicated that they are not engaged with the information (ie, non-subjectivity). Conversely, they described knowledge as existing within themselves (ie, subjectivity).

Information just exists, outside of me... I believe what I know is my knowledge, which cannot be known by others. Therefore, knowledge is a very subjective thing, but information is not. (Participant 3)

Moreover, the participants agreed that knowledge is personal; thus, if another person shares specific knowledge, it is not rendered as knowledge but rather as information. In this way, knowledge can be understood as one’s first-hand perspective of information (ie, subjectivity).

When I share my knowledge with others, the knowledge becomes information to the others. This is because others objectively receive my knowledge. (Participant 11)

Information and knowledge can also be understood through the relationship of ownership. When information is in one’s possession, it is considered as his/her knowledge, whereas when information is not in one’s possession, it remains as information.

I think information is to be obtained [from outside of myself], but knowledge is to be possessed. (Participant 4)

While the differences between information and knowledge are clear, the participants also noted an interrelationship between the two concepts. As ‘knowledge is the subjectification of information’ (Participant 1), it is a primary source for knowledge building. The relationship between information and knowledge can be understood as an internal cognitive process whereby information becomes personally embedded.

A fact is information. [Information] does not contain my judgement about that fact. If I add my judgement to that fact, it becomes knowledge. (Participant 1)

These definitions and relationships between information and knowledge are shown in figure 2.

**Process of knowledge building**

This research identified three phases of the process of knowledge building (‘connecting with information’, ‘deciding to accept information’ and ‘building knowledge’).

Information exists as a source of knowledge; therefore, the knowledge building process starts with connecting with information, which is in one’s external world. Participants connected with nursing information through printed textbooks and digital sources.

---

**Figure 2** The definitions and relationships between information and knowledge. This figure explains the definitions of information and knowledge and its horizontal and non-hierarchical relationships. The definitions are oriented by the epistemological perspective of constructivism.
I mainly obtain [nursing] information from textbooks and the internet for my nursing knowledge. (Participant 7)

Due to the plethora of nursing information available through various mediums, it is nearly impossible to connect with every piece of information in a clear and comprehensive way to build knowledge. Thus, the participants undertook an active decision-making process to make decisions about whether to take ownership of the information with which they connect to build knowledge.

Knowledge is taking that [information] and making a decision about it to make it my own. (Participant 1)

Motivational factors
The decision-making process is motivated by five factors: learners’ interest, necessity of information, volition to learn, utility of information and the frequency of information (see figure 3).

Interests in information
Specific information that was interesting to the participants was more likely to be recalled and actively pursued, and that information would be used to build knowledge.

The more interested I am [in certain information], the more I will think about that particular information, allowing me to go through a feedback process [which also results in the building of knowledge]. (Participant 10)

Therefore, amid a sea of information, interest motivates nursing students to choose information with which they want to connect and which they want to use to build nursing knowledge.

Necessity of information
The necessity of information also influences the decision-making process and contributes to the transformation of information to knowledge. The participants divided information into either necessary or unnecessary.

If I feel [the information] is important or absolutely necessary, I try to remember it. However, if it is just simple or interesting news, it is just temporary [so I don’t remember it]. I make knowledge from information that I need. (Participant 2)

As Participant 2 mentioned, deciding on the necessity of the information affected the participants’ motivation to actively remember and even understand that information.

Volition to learn
The participants with strong desires to learn had stronger volitions to learn and therefore were more likely to actively seek out information as well as actively use that information to build knowledge.

First, I think my attitude is very important. If I do something passively, I obtain just a little [information], whereas if I make an effort to learn a lot, I can obtain a lot… (Participant 5)

Utility of information
When the participants believed that the information with which they connect had a high utility rate, they were more motivated to select and transform that information into knowledge.

If I know I will utilise this information for my presentations or in my practice later with real patients,
it will eventually become knowledge, as the information will be continuously utilised. However, if not, it will not become knowledge. (Participant 12)

Frequency of connecting with information

When the participants frequently and repeatedly connected with certain information, the information tended to linger in their minds. Within a particular period of time, the number of connections made with certain information influenced the participants’ decisions to build knowledge. If I don’t connect with the information frequently, I will forget it. (Participant 1)

Regardless of the participants’ intentions, repeated connections with information reinforced the decision-making process and increased the chances of information becoming knowledge. Although this factor is the least active process, it is nonetheless one of the five factors that influence the transformation of information to knowledge.

During the interviews, the participants did not identify only one factor that influenced their decision-making process; rather, they identified several factors that work together simultaneously. Overall, more correlations and intersections between the factors increase the motivation to build knowledge.

Moreover, the five motivational factors can be divided into intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Interest and volition can be regarded as intrinsic factors, whereas the necessity, utility and frequency can be viewed as extrinsic factors (see table 1). As exemplified previously, intrinsic reasons for learning include the individual student’s autonomy and own satisfaction. In contrast, extrinsic reasons are related more to the contextual demands. The study found that the participants were more likely to endorse extrinsic factors during their nursing education. This is characteristic of people within a collectivist culture, such as Korea.

I definitely didn’t decide to study nursing because I wanted to…But my parents wanted… Others also said that while it is hard to get employed in Korea, I would easily get employed if I do nursing. (Participant 9)

Building knowledge: stages of knowledge

Although the participants made relatively conscious decisions about what information should become knowledge, not all built knowledge was the same. This research identified four different stages of knowledge that exist concurrently. These are derived from four knowledge building methods: memorising, understanding, synthesising and applying and creating (see figure 3).

Memorising

The participants indicated memorisation as the primary method used to study nursing.

I have to memorise, without question. I sit down, open my textbook, and then make summaries. I usually study like this. (Participant 1)

Despite acknowledging memorisation as the most common study method in nursing education, the participants agreed that it generates ‘the lowest stage of nursing knowledge’ (Participant 11). The participants understood that memorised information existed in their minds without any of their own feedback or interpretation; therefore, it was more easily forgotten or disregarded. Memorisation is a passive learning method that is traditional and prevalent in Korean educational culture.

Understanding

The participants defined understanding as an authentic and beneficial form of knowledge building and agreed that understanding is a key aspect of the knowledge building process that results in a higher stage of knowledge compared with memorisation.

Understanding is surely a superior concept [to that of memorisation]. Memorisation is just like taking a picture, but I can’t see what is inside the picture. Understanding means knowing how the picture was taken. (Participant 7)

According to the picture metaphor offered by Participant 7, the knowledge gained from understanding includes the information that nursing students decide to accept at face value and the related causal and influential information. Thus, understanding, as opposed to memorisation, allows for a more expansive and comprehensive output of knowledge.

In nursing education, particularly education during clinical placements, knowledge via understanding enables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Quotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>My individual interests influence [the knowledge building process]. (Participant 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volition</td>
<td>The volition to learn is just the beginning [of my learning]. (Participant 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessity</td>
<td>The contexts around me demand [the acquisition of necessary nursing information]. (Participant 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>I obtained information about neuroscience care nursing. If I predict to utilise this information during my presentations or in my nursing placements later, it will become knowledge. (Participant 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>If I frequently find the same information during my clinical placements, it can be my knowledge. (Participant 14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nursing students to think critically and act appropriately in the unpredictable clinical contexts. Such thinking is not provoked through memorisation. Thus, knowledge built from understanding reflects a basic but essential knowledge that nursing students in clinical environments need to possess.

**Synthesising and applying**

Synthesising and applying of knowledge is the third stage of knowledge building, as defined by the study participants.

- By synthesising the pre-existing knowledge, or adding new knowledge to old knowledge, the level of knowledge can be promoted. (Participant 11)
- If I use the knowledge attained from memorisation on my patients, it is known as application. However, some students cannot apply the knowledge they gained through memorisation during clinical placements. Therefore, I think application of knowledge is something different [an ability]. (Participant 7)

Such a process enables flexible thinking based on knowledge attained from memorisation and understanding and requires active applications of such knowledge. For this stage of knowledge to be reached, prior knowledge attained from former stages serves as the background or basic knowledge that is required for this stage. Thus, this stage of knowledge depends on lower stages of knowledge and the previously discussed knowledge building mechanisms.

I think that memorisation or understanding must take precedence for synthesis and application to occur. The synthesis and application process will only be possible if there is memorisation and understanding. (Participant 5)

**Creating**

Knowledge creation is the fourth method and the participants identified the knowledge built through this method as the highest stage of knowledge.

- If I mix and combine knowledge and then produce new knowledge, it is a higher stage of knowledge. (Participant 7)

Descriptions of knowledge at this stage by the participants are rare. It is assumed that the nursing students were restricted from reaching this stage of knowledge creation due to the emphasis on memorisation stressed in Korean educational contexts.

**Knowledge building as a cogwheel process**

The process of knowledge building can be conceptualised as a theoretical framework and model of knowledge building dynamics (figure 3). The process does not follow a rigid step-by-step forward process (ie, connecting with information→deciding to accept information→building knowledge); instead, it runs continuously and simultaneously, like three cogwheels shown in figure 3. For example, when the ‘deciding to accept information’ cogwheel runs, it influences both the ‘connecting with information’ cogwheel and the ‘building knowledge’ cogwheel. Similarly, when the ‘building knowledge’ cogwheel runs, it also influences the ‘connecting with information’ cogwheel. New knowledge and previous experience can be connected to form additional information or knowledge and vice versa. This means each stage in the process can activate other phases.

**DISCUSSION**

This empirical research aimed to define information and knowledge within the nursing context and to develop a theoretical model to explain nursing students’ cognitive learning process for knowledge building within the South Korean context.

The interpretation of the study findings is based on the researchers’ epistemological paradigm of constructivism. In the DIKW model that is popularly adopted in nursing fields, information and knowledge are represented in a hierarchical order, such that the lower order form is a source for a higher order form (eg, information is a source of knowledge). While the process of transforming information to knowledge in this research resembled the DIKW model, the information-knowledge relationship based on the epistemological viewpoint of constructivism in this research was found to be horizontal and non-hierarchical. Other than epistemological consideration, Alavi and Leidner in the discipline of management, similarly reported that a back-and-forward process exists between information and knowledge, confirming the reciprocal dynamics between the two, as illustrated in figure 2. Interestingly, however, most of the literature defined information and knowledge based on philosophical and theoretical assumptions rather than empirical evidence. This research offers evidence to support the philosophical and theoretical assumptions, as the findings of this research are derived from empirical research data.

This research discussed the nursing students’ learning process, from connecting with information to the building of knowledge based on their decisions to accept certain information. As an individual’s knowledge represents information that has been internalised and subjectified, the individual needs to consciously select the information around him or her to build knowledge. The philosophical concept of ‘intentionality’ can explain nursing students’ cognitive decisions regarding information. Searle explained intentionality as the subject’s mental activity (eg, thought, judgement and awareness) involving the object that exists in the world outside of the subject. Without mental activity regarding the object, the subject is not able to notice the object’s existence. In this research, the nursing students’ intentionality can be regarded as a mechanism to recognise the ‘objects’ (ie, information...
in this research). As such, knowledge building is a mental activity that starts with recognising information (the object) pertaining to the nursing students (ie, the subject), corresponding with ‘connecting with information’ and then referencing to the information to accept it to build knowledge, corresponding with ‘deciding to accept information’.

In the decision-making process, this research identified five motivational factors that activate the nursing students’ cognitive processes of learning and influence the nursing students’ intentionality. A systematic review and meta-analysis of psychological factors related to university students’ learning revealed a domain named ‘sources of motivation’, which represents a learner’s motivational reasons to engage in his/her learning process. This domain was further divided into two categories— intrinsic and extrinsic motivations. Intrinsic motivation is self-motivation for the pleasure of learning (eg, learning interests) while extrinsic motivation involves actions to obtain instrumental rewards (eg, rewards by a teacher or parents). As in two previous studies, the motivational factors found in this research were divided into intrinsic and extrinsic factors, and the results indicated that extrinsic learning factors influenced nursing students more than initially thought. This tendency can be explained by the characteristics of Asian students having been nurtured amid collectivist cultures in Asian countries. Many educationalists have been discussing the dichotomised attributes of Eastern and Western learners. Eastern learners who are influenced by the Confucian culture are socially oriented and put greater value on satisfying their families, whereas Western learners are oriented to achieve individual goals. Extrinsic motivations are often described negatively as they can lead to surface learning while intrinsic motivations are considered ideal conditions of deep learning. However, extrinsic motivations should not be associated only with surface learning. Asian learners exposed mostly to extrinsic motivational factors would use their own learning strategies to adapt to their context and engage in effective in-depth learning. As knowledge building is a social process, a learner’s motivation to build knowledge is related to his or her sociocultural background, in our case, collectivist sociocultural background. This could explain why extrinsic rather than intrinsic motivational factors affected the Korean nursing students who participated in this research.

After making their decisions on which information to accept, nursing students can build nursing knowledge through different stages: memorising, understanding, synthesising and applying and creating. Although no evidence regarding stages of knowledge is available in the existing healthcare education literature, many debates have been conducted on differentiating surface learning from deep learning in the fields of education and educational psychology. Researchers in both fields have identified the properties of surface learning as (1) intending to reproduce information, (2) memorising without establishing links between prior knowledge, (3) passive learning and (4) dreading failure, whereas the defined deep learning as (1) intending to understand, (2) establishing links between prior knowledge, (3) using evidence and (4) having active attitudes towards learning.

Based on the above rationale, learning via memorisation is frequently regarded as surface and passive type of learning while learning via understanding is considered a deep and active learning. This idea is reflected in the findings of this research (ie, knowledge gained from understanding rather than memorisation requires more active approaches). The properties of deep learning, or understanding, share some common characteristics with the third stage of knowledge (ie, synthesising and applying), such as establishing links between prior knowledge and using evidence. However, the participating nursing students in this research divided understanding (ie, deep learning) into two detailed concepts, as they believed ‘synthesising and applying’ required higher cognitive abilities than solely understanding. The participants believed that the knowledge from synthesising and applying is higher due to the nature of nursing studies. As nursing is a practical field, nursing students need to be equipped with the skills needed to synthesise nursing knowledge in complex clinical environments and then apply this knowledge to nursing care. Therefore, attaining a solid knowledge base through memorisation and understanding and subsequently developing the competencies required to apply that knowledge to nursing practice in clinical contexts—an essential educational objective in nursing education—makes up the third stage of knowledge. However, the Korean students relied more on memorisation during their learning process at the expense of other higher learning goals, such as understanding, synthesising and applying.

Like the extrinsic motivation that many Asian students have been found to have, the phenomenon of relying excessively on memorisation of information is common among Asian students, and it is expected that this phenomenon would cause poor academic results, especially in Western educational contexts. However, much evidence suggests that memorisation is one of the processes involved in understanding; thus, Asian learners who rely more on memorisation should not be considered to learn ineffectively in comparison to Western learners. Particularly, Li argued that many Asian students memorise information to understand the material during their learning process (ie, memorisation for higher stages). Therefore, memorisation should be understood as a continuum rather than just surface learning to achieve higher levels of learning. However, it should be noted that memorisation is still classified as the lowest stage of knowledge in this research, and students in nursing fields are encouraged to achieve higher stages of knowledge, in particular ‘synthesising and applying’. Thus, a clinical educational environment, which fosters the construction of higher stages of knowledge, as opposed to building knowledge from memorisation, would benefit nursing
students’ learning and preparation for their professional careers.

**Recommendations for nursing education in East Asian countries**

Specific measures can be implemented to motivate students who respond more to extrinsic factors to actively partake in the cognitive process of choosing information for knowledge building. Nursing educators can therefore use clinical case studies, role playing and simulations to help students envisage the necessity and utility of the information required to build their knowledge. Practical procedural skills can be introduced through training courses and revision sessions to increase the frequency of information, and they can be incorporated into summative examinations to imprint on students the need to have sound knowledge of those skills.

As Asian learners use different learning strategies, such as finding meaning in a sociocultural context to conduct deep learning, it will be advisable for educators to facilitate those learning strategies by using collaborative assignments and presentations. Students will be more motivated to gather information and build knowledge to benefit others, including themselves. Educators can also create online-forums where students can pose questions and receive class participation grades for their contributions. To pose meaningful questions, students will have to build knowledge on a topic to be able to formulate a question that can challenge fellow nursing students. Activities such as these will encourage the use of knowledge building methods beyond memorisation, resulting in higher stages of knowledge.

**Limitations**

This research identified nursing students’ definitions of information and knowledge based on constructivist paradigm and the definitions guided the development of knowledge building dynamics model. To our best knowledge, it is the first attempt to identify these definitions with the constructivist viewpoint. Therefore, further studies are required to confirm the definitions as well as the model for the wider use of the findings.

Qualitative research is inherently context specific, and consequently this study is limited by its relevance to the sample and study characteristics (final year students in South Korea). This limitation is, in part, mitigated by including multiple recruitment sites (four Universities) and by a description of the structure and culture of the nursing courses—these details allow for transferability to other contexts.

Data collection was conducted in Korean and processes of translation and back-translation aimed to protect the nuance of the language, but nonetheless there can be some loss of meaning when data are translated across languages and cultures.

**CONCLUSION**

This is the first empirical study on knowledge building dynamics in nursing education fields. This study clarified how students define information and knowledge within the nursing field context and provided empirical evidence supporting the relationship between the two concepts, clarifying the students’ interpretation of the knowledge building process. The dynamics of cognitive learning identified in this research indicates the need for nursing educators to continue considering the multiple motivational factors involved in their students’ learning within specific sociocultural contexts. Student learning would be enhanced, for example, when educators support students with an Eastern educational background to deepen their learning beyond possessing information, using techniques to assimilate this into personally held knowledge. A deeper understanding of sociocultural influences on nursing education can help nursing educators adapt and generalise the findings to their specific pedagogical contexts, providing a culturally sensitive and relevant approach to nursing education.
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